
Nexomon

**About Nexomon**

The mobile game Nexomon allows users to collect and fight with small monsters called Nexomon.

There are currently over 300 different Nexomon available.

In the mobile game Nexomon you will experience an exciting adventure in an impressive fantasy

world. In this world, however, there are not only humans, but also so-called Nexomon. Nexomon

are small, cute monsters that you can catch, collect and develop in the course of the game. All

Nexomon have strong attacks that they can use to fight nasty enemies or other Nexomon.

Together with your team consisting of Nexomon you have a clear goal: You want to save the world

from the evil and mighty Nexomon King. To accomplish this goal, you must train your Nexomon

regularly, improve their abilities, and defeat numerous enemies.

**Nexomon - Features:** 

- Catch Nexomon: In the mobile game Nexomon you experience a world where not only humans

but also so-called Nexomon exist. These cute little monsters will accompany you on your long and

arduous journey. The game currently has over 300 different Nexomon and 8 legendary Nexomon

available. Your job, of course, is to catch as many Nexomon as possible in order to build a diverse

and strong team. Since you need a Nexomon to catch other Nexomon, you can choose between 7

different starters at the beginning of the game. If you have chosen a Nexomon, the journey can

start.

- Train your Nexomon: For your game success, it is very important that you train your Nexomon

regularly. Only then can they develop and become stronger.

- Fight against strong opponents: Your Nexomon are not only cute companions, but also strong

fighters. They master numerous attacks that can be used in the fight against other Nexomon. In

the course of your journey, many enemies are waiting for you to defeat. Only by defeating all

opponents can you fulfill your mission. You have one goal: you want to save the world from the evil

Nexomon King.

- Discover a big world: On your journey you discover nine regions that could not be more different.

In each region, of course, new Nexomon are waiting for you that can either be defeated or

catched.

Conclusion: Although Nexomon is often reminiscent of the game hit Pokémon, the mobile game

provides a lot of fun in any case.


